Viral gastroenteritis: small round structured viruses, caliciviruses and astroviruses. Part I. The clinical and diagnostic perspective
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Introduction
Routine UK surveillance of small round structured viruses (SRSVs), caliciviruses and astroviruses over many years, using electron microscopy, has provided important epidemiological data on their relative importance in human gastroenteritis. SRSVs have emerged as the major cause of epidemic non-bacterial gastroenteritis and are second only to rotaviruses in terms of morbidity and economic importance. Recent advances in the molecular characterisation of these viruses has provided new insights into their taxonomic status and has permitted the development of modern techniques by which these viruses can be investigated further. Sensitive molecular methodologies are now available to investigate the role and public health importance of these viruses in human disease as well as in food-borne outbreaks of gastroenteritis.

A complete analysis of the epidemiology of these viruses is presented in part II of this article, to be published in the next issue of this journal.

Historical perspective
A quarter of a century has passed since the original description of Norwalk virus as the aetiological agent of an outbreak of non-bacterial gastroenteritis which occurred in a primary school in the town of Norwalk, Ohio, USA.1 The classic volunteer studies undertaken by American workers established Norwalk virus as an enteric pathogen and largely fulfilled Koch's postulates.2 Subsequently, additional volunteer studies were carried out using faecal material from two distinct, naturally occurring outbreaks of non-bacterial gastroenteritis in Hawaii and Montgomery County, USA.3 All of these human volunteer studies identified viruses which were morphologically similar on electron microscopic examination and produced clinically indistinguishable illness in humans. The agents responsible for these outbreaks were called Norwalk, Montgomery County and Hawaii viruses, respectively, reflecting their geographical origin. These studies represented a milestone in the investigation of human viral gastroenteritis and provided unique insights into the immunobiology and pathogenesis of a clinically and economically important group of viruses.

Following the discovery and description of Norwalk virus other workers applied electron microscopic techniques to the examination of faecal samples. Thus, the global application of electron microscopy resulted in major advances in our knowledge of viral gastroenteritis.4,5 Rotaviruses were identified as major pathogens in endemic childhood diarrhoea and the fastidious adenoviruses were added to the growing list of newly described diarrhoeal viruses. The 1970s represented a golden era in the discovery of diarrhoea related viruses and numerous reports described a wide range of small round viruses with varying particle diameters and surface morphology when examined in the electron microscope. Many studies applied the technique of immune electron microscopy (IEM), which masks the surface morphology of virus particles, and this often resulted in imprecise identification of the aetiology of non-bacterial gastroenteritis.6 In other instances small round viruses were identified from their classic surface morphology following negative staining and definitive descriptions of astroviruses and the classic caliciviruses were published.7,8

Attempts to propagate these newly described small round viruses in cell culture failed in these early investigative years and identification was based entirely on electron microscopy. As a result, opportunities to establish their taxonomic status were limited but there was a clear need to develop a surveillance system to establish the importance and role of these viruses in non-bacterial gastroenteritis. This was recognised in the UK and to produce standardised criteria for the uniform identification of small round viruses an interim classification scheme was proposed.9

The classification scheme addressed comparative morphological and physical criteria resulting from the examination of established animal and human small round viruses in the electron microscope. This comparative study concluded that small round viruses could be readily subdivided into two distinct groups. One group of viruses were described as featureless viruses because a resolvable surface morphology in the electron microscope was not apparent and included both picornaviruses and parvovirus-like particles. The latter viruses had been incriminated in outbreaks of non-bacterial gastroenteritis10,11 but definitive data establishing a causal role were lacking12 and this remains the situation to date.

The second group of small round viruses all possessed a distinctive surface morphology when viewed in the electron microscope.
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Figure 1  Organisation of the SRSV genome (genotypes I and II) and human calicivirus (HuCV). The open reading frames (ORF) predicted by sequence analysis are shown. The nucleotide coordinates of the predicted translation products are shown within the frames. The number of amino acids (aa) in the protein products are indicated outside the frames. The positions of 2C helicase, 3C protease and 3D RNA polymerase motifs are indicated.

Often, this surface morphology was descriptive and included the previously described astroviruses and classic calicviruses. Within this group other viruses, morphologically distinct from both astroviruses and calicviruses, were recognised. These viruses shared a common reproducible morphology, lacking obvious geometric symmetry, and were described as possessing an amorphous surface structure with a ragged edge to the virus particles. They were represented by the prototype Norwalk virus as well as Montgomery County virus and Hawaii virus. To distinguish these latter viruses from astroviruses and calicviruses and to aid national surveillance of diarrhoea viruses in the UK they were termed small round structured viruses.15 Subsequently, many other morphologically indistinguishable viruses have been identified and have often been named after the geographical setting in which the outbreak occurred—for example, Snow Mountain, Taunton, Toronto, Desert Storm, etc.4 This practice of naming SRSVs according to their geographical setting became a routine procedure5 and persists to the present day. All of these morphologically indistinguishable viruses are currently classified as SRSVs and the term is interchangeable with Norwalk-like viruses.4 The SRSV group of viruses are now accepted as the most important causes of epidemic non-bacterial gastroenteritis in humans and have a similar clinical presentation.

An important aspect of the interim classification scheme was that it recognised fundamental morphological differences between SRSVs and the classic calicviruses. Furthermore, these differences, which were also supported by epidemiological and immunobiological distinctions, would become even more apparent in future molecular studies. Although this morphological classification scheme was introduced into the UK (and subsequently elsewhere in the world) to aid national surveillance of diarrhoea viruses it was only considered an interim measure until more definitive criteria were established. It has, nevertheless, established important epidemiological data on the prevalence and importance of these small round viruses in viral gastroenteritis (see Part II) and has been supported by the recent molecular characterisation of the viruses involved.

Taxonomy

Recent advances in the genomic sequencing of these viruses has had a major impact and has provided surprising taxonomic information despite the inability to propagate SRSV and human calicviruses in vitro.

Early studies in 198114 demonstrated that SRSVs (Norwalk virus) are characterised by a single capsid protein of 59 kilodaltons and a RNA genome of positive polarity. The first report of a small fragment of the RNA polymerase gene (150 base pairs (bp)) of the Norwalk virus genome was published in 1990
and this limited sequence information and further studies indicated that the viral genome was a single stranded, positive sense RNA of approximately 7.5 kilobases which was polyadenylated at its 3' terminus. A short while later Matsui et al.1 cloned an immunoreactive region of the Norwalk virus genome. Following these initial studies on Norwalk virus three complete genome sequences of SRSVs have been determined, which have resulted in the formal classification of SRSVs within the family Caliciviridae.17-18 As a result of these elegant molecular studies several other reports documenting partial sequences covering the RNA polymerase and capsid regions in the 3' half of the SRSV genome have been published.20-22 A comparison of the sequence data from the RNA polymerase and capsid regions of the genome has identified significant heterogeneity and has resulted in the division of SRSVs into two genetic groups.23-25 To date, two group I17-18 and one group II26 SRSVs have been fully sequenced and their genome organisation clearly distinguishes them from other positive stranded RNA viruses, such as the picornaviruses (fig 1). Genomic analysis of SRSVs has established that they should be classified within the family Caliciviridae despite lacking the classic Star of David surface structure characteristic of human caliciviruses.

The classification of SRSVs within the Caliciviridae family has raised interesting intellectual questions. Fundamental differences in morphology, epidemiology and immunobiology had already been recognised between SRSVs and the classic human caliciviruses.45-28 In the light of these differences, genomic analysis of classic caliciviruses was considered an essential study to clarify further their relation to SRSVs. Initial reports on the sequence analysis of a small region of the RNA polymerase of classic caliciviruses suggested that they were genetically distinct from SRSVs.20 These findings were confirmed subsequently by Matson et al.1 who also analysed and reported the complete genomic sequence of a small region of the RNA polymerase of classic caliciviruses from the USA and Japan. As a result of these studies it became necessary to establish whether the genomic organisation of classic caliciviruses was similar to or distinct from SRSVs.

The complete genomic sequence of a single isolate of a classic human calicivirus has been recently reported, which revealed a unique organisation (fig 1) fundamentally different from that of SRSVs.21 Overall, the genome of classic caliciviruses is considerably smaller than any of the reported genomes of genetic group I or II SRSVs. The most interesting and fundamental difference which distinguishes the classic caliciviruses from SRSVs is in the organisation of the open reading frames (ORFs). In the case of the classic calicivirus the region of the genome encoding the capsid structural protein is found in the same reading frame as the non-structural proteins forming one long polyprotein which occupies over 90% of the total genome. This fused capsid polyprotein does not occur in the genome of SRSVs. Thus, in addition to the recognised differences between classic caliciviruses and SRSVs at the morphological, epidemiological and immunobiological levels, there are unique differences at the molecular level. Further analysis of the complete genomic sequence of classic Caliciviruses by other workers are now necessary to confirm these fundamental molecular differences. The genomic analysis reported to date indicates that the classic human enteric caliciviruses belong to a separate subgroup distinct from SRSVs within the family Caliciviridae. Such a division is essential to maintain the important epidemiological role of SRSVs as major causes of epidemic non-bacterial gastroenteritis in contrast to the role of the classic caliciviruses in human disease.

The taxonomic status of astroviruses has also been considerably advanced with the recent reports of the complete genomic sequence of two serotypes. The overall genome organisation, represented by three large overlapping reading frames (ORFs 1a, 1b and 2), are similar for both serotypes. ORF 2 is located at the 3' terminus of the genome and codes for a large capsid polypeptide by means of a 90 kilodalton precursor polypeptide. In the presence of trypsin this large capsid polypeptide is cleaved into three fragments of molecular weights 31, 29 and 20 kilodaltons. As a result of their molecular characterisation it has been proposed recently that astroviruses are a separate group of non-enveloped viruses within their own family Astroviridae.36

Clinical aspects

The symptoms arising from infections caused by SRSV, calicivirus and astroviruses are in general mild and self-limiting, and mortality in the absence of other confounding factors is extremely rare. Some reports have documented a more severe gastroenteritis with significant dehydration as a result of diarrhoea or vomiting, or both. The clinical presentation, for all three agents, is similar and does not permit any clinical distinction to be made. In contrast, SRSV infections in adults commonly present as explosive projectile vomiting or diarrhoea, or both,47 and this, in conjunction with its acute onset and high secondary attack rate, permits a presumptive clinical diagnosis of SRSV infection. Subclinical infections, particularly with astroviruses and caliciviruses, are common in children.

The faecal/oral route is established as an important mode of transmission giving rise to person to person spread of SRSVs, caliciviruses and astroviruses. Transmission is followed by an incubation period of 15 to 50 hours for SRSV (dose dependent)46 with a mean of 24 to 48 hours.45 A similar incubation period is applicable to caliciviruses but astroviruses have a longer incubation period of about four days. This longer incubation period can be useful in making clinical distinctions between these and the other diarrhoea viruses (other than enteric adenoviruses) and also helps in control of infection strategies in closed communities.

The common observation that SRSV infections give rise to projectile vomiting adds an
additional dimension to the established transmission routes for this virus. Thus, it is now recognised that virus containing vomit is also an important vehicle for the transmission of SRSVs where mechanical transmission (hand/mouth) from the vomit contaminated environment may occur.37,39 Airborne transmission arising from aerosolised vomit following projectile vomiting is also a potential problem,40 although classic respiratory spread has not been documented.37 All of these circumstances would explain the explosive outbreaks of SRSV that have been documented in semi-closed communities which cannot be explained by faecal/oral spread alone.

Pathogenesis
Within our current knowledge SRSVs, caliciviruses and astroviruses are transmitted to humans by the oral route where they reach the small intestine via the stomach. Their ability to retain infectivity after passage through the stomach implies that they are all acid stable. Most of our knowledge on the replication of SRSVs in the small intestine is derived from the classic volunteer studies carried out by American workers using the Norwalk, Montgomery County and Hawaii SRSVs. Infected volunteers have provided intestinal biopsy samples2,4,41-43 which have been studied at the light and electron microscopic level. In general, virus replication occurs in the mucosal epithelium of the small intestine, resulting in a broadening and flattening of the villi although direct evidence of viral maturation is lacking. Damage to mucosal epithelial cells results in a crypt cell hyperplasia. Ultrastructural studies by transmission electron microscopy have demonstrated alterations in the rough and smooth endoplasmic reticulum with a concomitant increase in multi-vesiculate bodies. Although microvilli were profoundly shortened, and undefined amorphous electron dense material was observed in the intercellular spaces, it was notable that virus particles were not observed in the affected mucosal epithelium. Detailed studies of astrovirus and calicivirus infections in humans documenting the sequential events arising from virus replication in the small intestine are not available, although astrovirus particles have been demonstrated in the mucosal epithelium of an infected child.44 Comparative studies in animals infected with astroviruses44 and caliciviruses45 suggest that the events in vivo following SRSV infection in humans are also broadly applicable to human astrovirus and calicivirus infections.

Laboratory diagnosis

Electron microscopy
Historically, and because all of these viruses have been difficult or impossible to grow in cell culture, electron microscopy has been fundamental in the production of national surveillance data in the UK. All three viruses have a distinct and identifiable surface morphology (fig 2) which permits confident diagnosis when apparent. Thus, detailed descriptions of the morphology of SRSV, caliciviruses and astroviruses have been published.4,45,46 In general, the recognition of cup-shaped indentations on the surface of caliciviruses permits definitive identification. Similarly, the five/six pointed surface star on up to 20% of astrovirus particles permits a distinction to be drawn between them and caliciviruses. The reproducible amorphous appearance of SRSVs and the lack of an apparent organised geometrical symmetry also permits definitive identification in reliable hands. All of these distinctive morphological appearances have been the mainstay of diagnostic electron microscopy in the UK and this has produced reliable and comprehensive national surveillance data over many years. Currently, new immunoassays are being developed which will eventually supersede the need for electron microscopy and the recent exciting molecular developments will impact further on this historical need. Nevertheless, electron microscopy will retain an important role for the continued surveillance of antigenic variants of SRSV in outbreaks of non-bacterial gastroenteritis, as a catch-all system for all diarrhoea viruses and as a gold standard in the development of new technology.

Immunoassays
In general, immunoassays for the detection of all these small round RNA viruses are not available for routine diagnosis. Nakata et al 46 have developed a solid phase radioimmunoassay for the detection of caliciviruses in human stools and have shown that this assay, which utilises a polyclonal antibody, is more sensitive than electron microscopy. Conversion of this assay to an enzyme immunoassay (EIA) format has made it more user friendly without any significant loss in sensitivity.47 It is not yet available to the routine laboratory but presumably will be in the future, provided a continuous supply of polyclonal antibodies is available. The preparation of monoclonal antibodies to the astrovirus group antigen has permitted the development of an EIA which detected all astroviruses grown in cell culture.48 Modications to this assay has resulted in an EIA which detects astroviruses directly in stool samples49 and was shown to be as sensitive and specific as IEM. The availability of EIAs for the detection of both caliciviruses and astroviruses will enhance our knowledge of the epidemiology and clinical importance of these two viruses.

In contrast, the development of immunoassays for the detection of all antigenic variants of SRSVs in stool samples remains an objective for the future. This is largely because of the considerable variation in the polymerase region of SRSV genomes as well as the recognised capsid diversity. Thus, expression of the Norwalk virus capsid in baculovirus has permitted the development of assays which are specific to Norwalk virus50 but do not permit...
the detection of antigenically distinct SRSVs. As Norwalk virus is no longer circulating in the community this assay has a limited application to diagnostic laboratories. There is a clear need to develop a catch-all SRSV assay with high sensitivity and specificity. Nevertheless, the expression of all antigenically distinct SRSV capsids will be useful for the development of immunoassays for antigen detection. Currently, the use of recombinant Norwalk virus capsids in an EIA format in seroepidemiological studies has demonstrated a high prevalence of antibody. There is little evidence that Norwalk virus is circulating in the community, suggesting that this assay may be detecting heterologous rather than homologous responses arising from antigenically distinct SRSVs. Similar problems may also apply to the use of other antigenically distinct recombinant capsids when utilised in an EIA format.

Molecular Diagnosis

The application of reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to the diagnosis of SRSV infections has become a reality following the characterisation of the viral genome. Studies to date have demonstrated a surprising degree of heterogeneity both in the RNA polymerase and capsid regions of SRSVs, permitting subdivision into two genetic groups (fig 3). Surveillance of outbreaks in the Bristol Laboratory have identified genotype II SRSVs as the predominant strains currently circulating in the UK (unpublished data). As a result of these studies it has been necessary to reassess, refine and design new primers continually, as required. It remains important to monitor continually the circulation of SRSVs in the general population, at least in the short term, to achieve maximum sensitivity from the use of RT-PCR. Molecular epidemiology is now a powerful tool for the investigation of point source outbreaks related to food/food-handlers, shellfish and water supplies and also to monitor the spread of SRSVs within semi-closed communities. The increased sensitivity of RT-PCR for detecting SRSVs in human faecal samples collected late after onset of illness (more than three days) will enhance our epidemiological knowledge of these important viruses.

Now that the complete genomic sequence of astroviruses and the classic caliciviruses have been characterised, similar molecular techniques using RT-PCR can be applied to these viruses which will also enhance our knowledge of their importance in gastrointestinal disease. The presence of inhibitors of PCR in some faecal samples remains a problem for all these viruses and needs to be addressed. In the meantime, electron microscopy will retain an important role as a catch-all system and also as a tool to respond to the urgent differential diagnosis of outbreaks of gastroenteritis in semi-closed communities.

SEROLOGY

It is unlikely that laboratories will need to use a serological assay for the diagnosis of any of these small round viruses in the future. However, the production of viral capsids in baculovirus expression systems will allow seroepidemiological studies to be carried out, provided that assays are developed which will...
detect homologous rather than heterologous responses in human serum. Such assays may also be useful for retrospective epidemiological investigations where antigen detection or molecular techniques, or both, have failed to identify an aetiological agent.

Conclusions

The recent molecular characterisation of the small round diarrhoea viruses has had important taxonomic implications. It is apparent that SRSVs and the classic human caliciviruses are distinct subgroups within the family Caliciviridae.

Diagnostic detection systems using RT-PCR are now available for all of these viruses and will particularly enhance our knowledge of the diversity of circulating strains and the importance of SRSVs in non-bacterial gastroenteritis. Molecular approaches can now be applied to the investigation of point source outbreaks of non-bacterial gastroenteritis, providing us with a powerful molecular epidemiological method for establishing the source of an outbreak. The development of assays based on recombinant antigens is now feasible and will be an important objective for the future to reduce the burden on electron microscopy and provide a laboratory friendly assay for diagnosis and large scale population surveillance.
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